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About This Game

Into the Far North we shall take you -- as far as we can by the means of computer
role playing...

UnReal World is a unique combination of roguelike roleplaying game and survival simulation set in the Far North long, long
ago. Throughout the years, UnReal World has been praised for its depth, realism, atmosphere and immersion. The game is

completely open-ended and you decide whether you wish to lead a life of a fisherman, a hermit searching for the peace, a brave
adventurer, a rough hunter, a trapper or a tradesman.

As a member of one of the nine different cultures you'll enter a detailed and enchanting iron-age game world in which northern
folklore, knowledge and way of life play an important part. The world and mechanics of the game are highly realistic, rich with

historical atmosphere and emphasized on survival in the harsh ancient wilderness.

A wide world with vast forests, mires and mountains to roam and watercourses to row is randomly and procedurally generated -
and you can live off the land and explore it on very detailed level. Track animals, set traps, hunt with bows and spears, tan hides,

go fishing, pick berries, cook food, sleep in a temporary shelter or build a log cottage, trade with the villagers, craft items,
interact with cultures near and far -- and so much more.

A few of the key features:
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 turn-based and open-ended - think before you act and live off the land as you please

 random world generation for endless replayability

 intricate procedural world full of wonders both mundane and extraordinary to explore on very detailed level

 no character classes but nine different cultures to choose from

 skill based system including multitude of skills from cookery to hideworking, from herblore to tracking

 detailed terrain generation with diverse and accurate northern vegetable kingdom

 convincing northern animal kingdom with species specific behaviour patterns and feeding relationships modelled in
detail

 keep in touch with the spirit world and the supernatural guardians of nature

 find excitement in surviving everyday life and the quest for success in the harsh ancient wilderness

 detailed combat (and hunting) with many tactical options and galore of weapon, battle experience and combatant related
factors resulting in vivid and rewarding struggles

 no "hit points" but detailed generation of injuries such as bruises, fractures, tears and cuts to specific body locations

 injuries rated to determine their effect to physical activity

 craft items from weapons to traps, build constructions for temporary shelter to log cabins

 moddable crafting, building and flora

 and so much more. Everything is up to you...

The initial UnReal World Steam release doesn't feature Steam goodies such as achievements, trading cards or cloud saves but
there's no end in sight and all of those will be considered in the future.

UnReal World is the longest living roguelike game of all times. It was first released in 1992 and has been continuously maintained
and developed ever since.

Over the years we’ve seen dozens and dozens of new UnReal World versions each of them being complete games of their own, and
still there is no end in sight to working with updates and new versions. UnReal World Steam version out now is the third evolution

of the game (3.*) and a great deal of updates, enhancements and new features to it will follow.

You can get to know it more and test for free at http://www.unrealworld.fi
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I started out on my bike, I thought I kind of looked like a knight. Forward charge I thought, for now it was speed that I sought.
Moving forward in grace only to land smack on my face. Whilst lying there the on the floor, thinking, what happened to my
score!

I really enjoy this game. I loved riding along a Viking obstacle course with my trusty shield, performing tricks and trying to beat
my friend\u2019s high score!. I absolutely love this game, completley worth the money, amazing content and visually
entertaining. Everything about this game is amazing in my opinion. The only thing I would love to see added is an option for
more "realistic zombies" so they atleast have 3D cardboard models and walk with lets and hand movements, then the game
would be the best VR game hands down.. first off i got refunded for this game, constant crashing.
Good concept

when you crash to desktop you lose everything, there is no save feature. you crash then you spawn outside base with no eva suit
and die immediatly. there are many features listed in the game that just are not implemeted. you were sold a lemon but told it
was a cadilac.....
Features:
- Campaign Mode no
- Sandbox Mode yes
- Single player yes
- Multiplayer with up to 8 players does not work
- Play over LAN or Online does not work
- Dedicated servers no there isnt
- Custom player-built bases no there isnt
- Dynamic player-driven economy huh?
- Contract missions yes
- Dynamic weather and random events no weather at all
- Drivable rovers yes very nice
- Programmable cargo bots not implemented
- Multiple career paths maybe?

Bottom line this game IS NOT ready to be released and if steam was remotly interested in protecting its customers it would not
have been... instead its easier to issue a refund than to actually give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 for your cutomers.

 BOO steam and boo the developer.. piece of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. worth the money and a amazing game.. As a
fan of point & click advnture and of noir films, I found this game very disappointing. The gameplay is annoying (not allowed to
continue without the right clue even when you know the next step as opposed to having to solve a puzzle without any clue
whatsoever), and includes irritating mini-challenges. Ad\\nd finally, the script is cheesy, even for noir story, with rather poor
voice acting. Definitely not going to play the sequel.. Fun mechanic. Fun game. Very stripped down though. No real menus or
anything. Just throws you right in. It would be interesting to see this turned into a multiplayer game somehow.. Good stuff.
Wallpapers are cute, artbook is great.
But, please, next time include tags in audio files. It's not that hard.
Also, please, at least 320 kbps, not 160. I'm not even asking for FLAC.

Guys, you did a much better job on MegatagMension Deluxe Edition. Please, give us high quality OST and include tags and
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covers.. After struggling with getting this to launch for the first couple of times and finding no ready fix on the support page, I
fixed it myself. I did this: Properties>View Local Files

DosBox.exe (Run with Admin permissions+Run in XP SP3 Compatible mode)
\Doom2\Doom2.exe (Same thing as above)

Also, for added margin of error I went on to make the same changes to:

\Master\DMLOAD.exe
\Master\Doomit.bat (Only Compatibility checked for BAT files)
and also

\Master.bat (XP SP3 Compat checked)

Removed checks for 'Allow Overlay' in main Properties tab and 'Use Game View for Steam VR.'

Now it works. :P ... Now I'm going to slaughter with impunity. Slaying bugs is par for the course...

Further edit: It works perfectly. Very enjoyable. I'm much better at this than in the old keyboard-only and ball-mouse days.
Phew!!!

Previous review: This crashed out of the box installed. Verified integrity, and DosBox just dies when this is launched. Not had a
problem with DosBox elsewhere. :/ Shame, I bought this awhile ago hoping to reenjoy Doom with some new mods and levels
not tried before. Hopefully some updates or patches will be released.. Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative
Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.
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A cool sci-fi alien shooter with a twist at the end!. Blades of Time is a masterfully crafted gem in the action arcade genre.
The game mechanics are original, complex and interesting.
Its not all about button acrobatics though, you will have to think a bit to get past most challenges, and the mix between the
dexterity requirements and the thinking requirements is masterfully done. Never too difficult, never too punishing, just enough
to be fun.
The story is neat for this kind of game and the graphics are great.
The game does not require pattern memorizing or super-human reflexes, with a little attention you can defeat bosses on first
encounter, which is a big plus for me.
Arcade style action games dont get better than this.

. Arma 3 is an amazing military sandbox game. I would recommend this to everyone who is into military simulation. Scenario
creation is my favourite part of the game!. Just beat lvl 1. Holy cow this game goes harder than crack cocaine.. Gorgeous,
interesting, and the puzzles were fairly easy. All it needs to be perfect is the addition of achivements.. Broken and horrible.
Do not buy it.. Unfortunately, I cannot recommend this game based on how it overall left more of a negative taste in my cranial
mouth than a positive one. The graphical effects are great but the biggest problems with this game are the following:

The lack of contrast makes it hard to delineate what you can and can't interact with\/be harmed by (apparently there is a
sort of low-quality graphics option that I only learned later is preferable to the standard settings, so if you get the game,
use that).
The walls of the ship were also weird and annoying to navigate, with some jutting out and others forming tunnels you
can't traverse through.
There doesn't really need to be a timer when there is already the pressure of self-reviving factories, so a timer on top of
all of that creates horrible unnecessary pressure to rush. If the clients want bonuses, they can be easily decided by
retrieval of various objects throughout the ship.
The RNG is downright nasty sometimes. Based on your loadout, there are literally unwinnable situations depending on
what enemy systems shield what, which can render the whole enemy ship invincible.
Here's also a weird issue: enemies traveling in space outside the ship with you, yet suddenly not harming you at all just
because you're in fast-flying form, despite flak turrets going for you. Then the moment you enter through an airlock,
they go ballistic while you've barely had time to change back to your fighting form.
In general, everything feels just a bit too bathtub-y. There was once an old saying about how piloting a hovercraft is like
trying to steer a bathtub. The physics have a certain feel of fluidity that came off as too excessive to me and reduced the
overall experience instead of enhancing it.
TL;DR: the gun-play and voice-acting are impressive but almost everything else gets in the way.. Geez glad i refund this
rubbish, i thought these are Saints Row spin-off sequel-ish but, this game truly, spinning-off.
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